Classic Vehicle Scheme (CVS) for Modified Vehicles
Including the 60-Day Log Book Trial

Your Vehicle

1. Prior to applying, you must have attended three (3) AMCCA club runs per calendar year.

2. Your vehicle must be 30 years old or older.

3. If the vehicle has been modified, it must fit within the guidelines of VSI-6 (copy attached).

4. A blue slip MUST be obtained for certification of the vehicle for the initial application for CVS. This applies regardless of whether the vehicle is currently registered or not. On subsequent renewal of your CVS registration, a pink slip is sufficient.

5. The AMCCA is responsible for ensuring that vehicles signed off by the AMCCA for this scheme are compliant with the guidelines of the Scheme and our Club Constitution. As such we require three photographs of the subject vehicle at initial application and at each renewal – a front quarter photograph, a rear quarter photograph (diagonal corner to that of the front photograph) and a photograph of the subject vehicle's engine.


PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ANY SUBSEQUENT MODIFICATIONS TO THE VEHICLE MAY MAKE THE VEHICLE INELIGIBLE FOR THE SCHEME, AND / OR UNROADWORTHY, AND / OR MAY VOID ANY RELEVANT INSURANCES FOR THE SUBJECT VEHICLE. IF THE SUBJECT VEHICLE IS MODIFIED FROM THE CONDITION AT THE TIME OF REGISTRATION THE CLUB REGISTRAR MUST BE NOTIFIED IN THE FIRST INSTANCE, AND THEN ANY OTHER RELEVANT AUTHORITIES, TO ENSURE THE SUBJECT VEHICLE REMAINS COMPLIANT TO THE SCHEME. IF MODIFICATIONS ARE MADE FURTHER PHOTOGRAPHS MAY BE REQUESTED.

Please understand that these conditions are in place to protect the Committee AND Membership of the AMCCA, and to ensure that the AMCCA is able to continue offering CVS and Conditional Registration for the benefit of its members.
Classic Vehicle Scheme Application Process

1. You must be a financial member of the American Muscle Car Club of Australia (AMCCA).

2. Obtain a blue slip (these are valid for 42 days).

3. Fill out the **1835 (Classic Vehicle Declaration)** form.

4. Send the **1835** form, copy of the blue slip (do not send original), copies of any compliance certificates for modifications to the ACMC (Australian Confederation of Motor Clubs) with $25.00. You can pay by cheque or money order made out to ACMC and post to:

   ACMC  
   PO Box 138  
   BRIGHTON-LE-SANDS NSW 2216

   OR

   EFT funds to:  
   Account Name: ACMC NSW Ltd  
   Bank: Bendigo Bank  
   BSB: 633 108  
   Account Number: 157374299

   (Please ensure your EFT payment is adequately identified by using your surname and club ID e.g: Smith AMCCA). Email the EFT receipt and forms to hollymist@bigpond.com (CMC Secretary).

5. The AMCCA Club Plate Registrar will then stamp and sign the **1835** form.

6. Fill out the **1246B (Application for Conditional Registration)** form.

7. If you are transferring (from full registration or historic vehicle registration) to you will need to complete the **1021 (Change of Records (Application for Log Book))** form.

8. On receipt of the documents by the ACMC, Section 3 of the **1835** form will be completed and signed.

9. Take the **1835** form, **1246** form, **1021** form, original blue slip, driver’s license, proof of ownership, import approval and compliance to the RMS.

10. Notify the ACMC of your new registration number.

11. Notify the AMCCA Club Plate Registrar of your new registration number.
Declaration for the use of Modified Vehicles under the Classic Vehicle Scheme (CVS)

Note: All personal details / pictures supplied will remain private & held only by the elected committee

I, __________________________________________________________________________ have read the AMCCA Constitution for the Use of Historic Vehicles. I fully understand my responsibilities and agree to abide by the Constitution and conditions in the attachments to this Declaration for the use of my historic vehicle within the AMCCA (recognised Historic Vehicle Club) under the Conditional Registration Scheme in New South Wales.

Signature: ____________________________ Date: __________________________

Personal Details (please print clearly)

Full Name: __________________________________________________________________

Postal Address: __________________________________________________________________

Garaging Address: __________________________________________________________________

Phone Number/s: __________________________________________________________________

Email: __________________________________________________________________

Vehicle Details

Make: __________________________________________________________________

Model: __________________________________________________________________

Body: ____________________________ Year of Manufacture: ____________

Rego Number: ____________________________